The painting depicts The Seven holy Bishops
of the Agrigento church: St. Libertino, St.
Gregory I, St. Hermogenes, St. Potamione, St.
Gregory II, St. Gerlando and the blessed Matteo Gimarra, as they rise to heavenly glory.
Originally located in the Cathedral, in the homonymous altar, it was commissioned by the
Cathedral Chapter to the Palermo painter Francesco Sozzi in 1761, on the proposal of the
canon Desiderio Sammarco La Torre. In 1773
the work was completed.
The canvas replaces a previous painting in the
Cathedral depicting St. Thomas. The change in
the title of the altar stems from a new iconographic program of all the altars of the Cathedral, following the spiritual renewal of the
Agrigento church, wanted and implemented by
Bishop Andrea Lucchesi Palli between 1755
and 1768.
The series of paintings of the seven holy bishops inserted on the doorposts of the
Archbishop's Palace come from this renewal,
including the Portrait of San Gerlando made
by the Agrigento painter Michele Narbone
(1755-1795). The altarpiece made by the Palermo painter Francesco Sozzi recovers the seventeenth-century cult of the seven holy bishops
of Agrigento, present in the lost table commis-

sioned by Bishop Vincenzo Bonincontro, promoter of the cult, as well as in the eighteenthcentury sketch sent from Naples by the Agrigento painter Pietro Pennino, also lost.
Today the engraving by Alex Baratto from the
Chapter Archive remains of the seventeenthcentury iconography, as well as the representation shown on the Liturgical Obligations table
kept at the Mudia.
The eighteenth-century painting by Sozzi in
the Archbishop's Palace settles its contemporaneity with a compositional scheme on diagonals linked to the Roman and Neapolitan culture of the time. In the center, San Gerlando,
patron saint of the city, re-founder of the Agrigento church at the beginning of the second
millennium, in glory; on the left St. Libertine,
first bishop of Agrigento, with the sign of martyrdom, supported by the angel below; behind
San Gerlando there is the blessed Matteo, in a
modest attitude and with the Franciscan habit
of the religious Order to which he belonged; on
the right St. Gregory II, followed by St. Hermogenes, St. Potamione, St. Gregory I.
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